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Exposing the lies, 

revealing the truth, 

empowering the faithful.
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Pamela Christian

www.pamelachristianministries.com
pam@pamelachristianministries.com 

Engaging, genuine and intense are three words often used to describe the 

teaching and speaking style of Rev. Pamela Christan; words such as fun-loving, 

dedicated and compassionate describe her personality. Pam is able to speak to deep 

intimate concerns, common to all, in a way that causes her audiences to address the 

hidden maters of the heart. She shares from her personal experiences in all candor 

and humility, drawing on a strong Biblical foundation. Pam holds a certficate in 

apologetics (Biola) and is an award-winning author. A rare combination of  authority 

and approchability, Pam  is a valuable speaker for the Church. 

Pamela provides practical and motvating teaching and inspired, compassionate 

speaking. She is uniquely able to help her audience connect with Truth, namely the 

person of Jesus Christ and all that He offers. Her ministry began when she served as a 

Teaching Director for a large, interdenominational Bible study organizaton. After 

nearly seven years, she and her family moved and she immediately began receiving 

calls invitng her to speak at various Christan retreats and conferences. The story of 

how it all happened reveals that it was clearly God’s plan for her to reach many 

more people as she now ministers and speaks internationally in person, on radio and 

television and through her award-winning blog and book series.

“I have  never  been  known  as  a  superficial 
speaker,  or a speaker that  offers faith-fluff 
intended  to  stir  emotions  only  for  the 
moment." 



EVANGELISTIC
TRANSFORMED AT LAST! – a single message testimony

A NEW BEGINNING – a three or four-part retreat

ENCOURAGING AND EMPOWERING
THOU SHALL NOT COMPARE – a single message 

LOVE LETTERS FROM GOD – a three or four-part retreat 

EDIFYING AND ENLIGHTENING
COME AWAY MY BELOVED – a four-part retreat 

PASSPORT TO THE FUTURE – a three-part retreat 

What others are saying:
•	 “...it hurts, but hit me again!”

•	 “You’re the nicest bully I’ve ever met!”

•	 “A wonderful blend of caring and directness.”

•	 “A wonderful expression of velvet and steel.”

•	 “ Precisely the velvet hammer The Church needs today.”

•	 “...disturbing	the	comfortable—comforting	the	disturbed.”

•	 “The	clearest	presentation	of	the	gospel	I’ve	heard	in	a	long	time.”

To inquire or book Pam contact:

www.pamelachristianministries.com

Email: plchristian@integrity.com

Phone: 714 624-0914

18032 Lemon Dr. #C206

Yorba Linda, CA 92886

EQUIPPING AND EXHORTING
THE PERFECT TREASURE – a three-part retreat 

JOURNEY INTO HOLINESS – a four-part retreat

THE FRAGRANCE OF FAITH – a three-part retreat

BIBLE STUDY AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING
HIS WORD AFRESH, MY LIFE ANEW - a full-day workshop

HELP FOR THOSE UNDER AND UNEMPLOYED
WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW ABOUT UNDER AND UNEMPLOYMENT 
– a day-long intensive

HEART DISEASE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN AND CONFERENCE
BLESS YOUR HEART – a single message

All messages are tailored. Custom presentations available. 

“Simply pasting wings on a worm does not make a butterfly!” is just one of the 
poignant yet humorous statements Pam makes as she shares how she thought 
she was a Christian until a devastating event revaled oherwise. In addition to 
outreach, this message clearly challenges the complacent Believer: “Why be a 
worm with pasted on wings when you can be a butterfly?”

Initially created for a major interdenominational women’s outreach, as an 
expansion of “Thou Shall Not Compare,” this message has become one of the 
more requested retreats. Excellent for audiences of Seekers and Believers,  
challenging people at all points in their walk. A New Look, A New Heart, A New 
Hope and A New Beginning, based on Isaiah 43:18-19.

Knowing how women shape and reshape their personal identity and life goals 
based on appearance, standards, and possessions of others, Pam expertly 
and delicately presents some hard truths to demonstate how comparisons 
ever and only lead to discontentment. Filled with humor, yet personally 
probing, this message is serious fun.

This retreat offers encouragement for the discouraged, comfort for the 
wounded, challenge to the complacent and relationship for the lonely. God’s 
love is all around us and His direction is available at all times in any situation – 
we just need to know how to look for it.

This message looks hard at what it means to be in Covenant with God. It begins  
with understanding our “Covenant Position in Christ,” followed by examining our 
“Covenant Condition in Christ,“ then considering our “Covenant Relation in 
Christ.“ This message concludes with our “Covenant Communion in Christ.“ Pam 
uses her personal testimony with teachings from Hosea to reveal the continued 
unfaithfulness of God‘s people and the urgent need to repent.

This delightfully enjoyable “travel” theme retreat begins with “Journey Into Life,” 
where Pam’s compelling testimony is shared. Followed by “All Aboard,” which is a 
challenge to surrender all to Christ. Concluding with “Buckle Your Seat Belts,” 
providing more testimony and teaching about life’s "turbulence and how God 
uses trials to sanctify us to make us ready for our future.

This fascinating message uses the story of the historical discovery of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls as an analogy to the Christian’s life and explains how we, as jars of 
clay, must be broken before the treasure inside us can be discovered. 
Wonderfully educating and inspiring, this message stirs up the listeners causing 
them to delight in the knowledge that they are uniquely fashioned and made 
for a specific purpose in the plan of God.

With a burden for the lack of holiness in The Church, Pam was inspired to 
develop this retreat based on Leviticus 20:7. This is excellent for those who  
want to go deeper and live more meaningfully in Christ. Well researched and 
substantiated, instructive yet personably presented, this message lifts people up 
to a higher standard – God’s standard.

Based on 2 Corinthians 2:14, this message is written for today when it seems 
that in every turn, our faith is giving way to fear. World events, natural 
disasters, the failure of the financial, job, and real estate markets, politics, social 
issues and the continued failure of the family have produced tremendous fear. 
Addressing the “casual Christian” and the long-time Believer, these messages 
challenge listeners to seriously evaluate their faith to be certain it’s based on 
truth. Using basic apologetics, defending the faith) this is an excellent retreat 
examining the “Foundation of Faith,” the “Fractured Faith,” and the “Favor of 
Faith.” Excellent as an outreach event for young adults to seniors. 

Independent Bible study is a lost discipline. This workshop is designed to garner 
true appreciation for the Bible itself and to present an inductive method for 
confident, individual study. One workshop attendee said, “I’ve been in Bible 
studies all my life, but what you’ve shown me is that I don’t know how to 
study the Bible for myself. I can’t wait to get home and get started!”  
Workshop supplement book required.

Pam became a “reluctant expert” on the topic of under and unemployment 
when she and her husband were unemployed at the same time. They suffered 
much, even losing their home to foreclosure. Pam knows that under and 
unemployment brings far more than simply the loss of a paycheck. Marriage 
and family relations, emotional, mental, and physical health, even our spiritual 
health are adversely impacted. And if not properly identified and managed can 
bring much more suffering and loss than necessary. Pam’s full day seminar and 
extensive, pro-active workbook provides real help and certain hope.

Pam’s miraculous story of surviving sudden cardiac arrest, something that only 
5% of witnessed victims survive, provides compelling testimony concerning the 
eternal nature of our souls. This message helps increase awareness that heart 
disease is the leading cause of death for women and seeks to convince people 
to intentionally consider their eternal destination, Pam expertly tells this 
dramatic story, with much humor and seriousness.


